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State of the art…..  

 Google became the all dominating empire.

 and: we even don‘t know much of how it works!
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PageRank

…. the basis of the success of



An example: Harry.

We get:

163 million results

on 16,3 million pages!!!!!

 no structured presentation

 no independend ranking

 no evaluation of

trustworthiness

 no support for the user

 no use of user evaluation

!! Google only offers search

for text, annotated pictures

or similar pictures !! 
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Harry !?

Just Harry ???

Crazy ---



Research focus

 Our Approach to look at 

communication networks:

 Consider the mutual influences between content, users and user 

activities as well as network with its parameters and configuration
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Alternatives: GNUTELLA-Query/QueryHit/GET

HTTP         
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Alternatives: Freenet and its  Search [Hong01]

 a graph structure actively evolves over time

 new links form between nodes

 files migrate through the network
adaptive routing

most requested content is found fast [Abere02]



A dimension problem...
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Motivation: a first task formulation

 80% of all information in the WWW is given in a textual form!

 big challenge to filter relevant information

 usually 2-3 keywords are a weak description of what

the users are looking for

 the typically received 10000+ search result overload

the user and normally only the first 30 results are

considered

 3 till 6 words may return more precise results but it

is hard to find words with high selection rate 

The task is to find out  fastly what the user

is looking for and support him in this process.
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Librarians: refining the task determination

 … are active intermediaries 

between users and resources
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 Provision, archiving and maintenance of 

information in many formats

 Referring patron

 Researcher for special topics

 Managing access in an efficient manner

 pathfinder, bibliographies, suggestions

 information literacy i.e. "... the ability to 

know when there is a need for information, 

to be able to identify, locate, evaluate, and 

effectively use that information for the issue 

or problem at hand.“



What we can do: The local librarian…  



Idea 1: Locality
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Another example: “christmas tree“

 What does Google offer?
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So whats about “christmas tree“

This of course:

But also this:

An assembly of control valves, fittings, pressure 

gauges and pipes at the top of a well to control 

the flow of oil and gas after the well has been 

drilled and completed. 

 Looks like a decorated christmas tree 

(with some imagination).
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Motivation / Problem statement 1: Disambiguation

 Disambiguation (also called word sense disambiguation or text 

disambiguation) is the act of interpreting an author's intended 

use of a word that has multiple meanings or spellings.

 Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the task of selecting the 

appropriate senses of a word in a given context.

 e.g. mouse (animal, comp.) cube (maths, car)

christmas tree (biol, oil), Harry (sev.names)
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Idea 2: Pictures

 Already in 1911 the expression 

"Use a picture. It's worth a thousand words." 

appears in a newspaper article by Arthur Brisbane discussing 

journalism and publicity. 

 The roots of that phrase are even older and have been 

expressed by earlier writers. 

 The Russian writer Ivan Turgenev wrote (in Fathers and Sons in 

1862), "A picture shows me at a glance what it takes dozens of 

pages of a book to expound." 
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Example: Harry
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Result of text analysis
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Idea 3: Systematic presentation of search results
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 From D. Weiss, S. Osinski. Carot Search 

http://project.carrot2.org/release-3.5.0-notes.html



Idea 4: User based evaluation of search results
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   Motivation / Problem statement  2 

 Searching the WWW… 

  Manual query formulation is a 

         tedious and error-prone task 

     

  Evaluating large result sets is time-consuming               
 

 
 

    

So why not let the 
computer read and find                            
useful web documents            

for you? 
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Idea 5: Documents as queries

Concept:

 Use documents as the only initial 
search parameter while browsing 

 Technically: 
 extract web (DocAnalyser) or local document‘s

(FxResearcher) main topics
 search for topical sources (important inherent, 

influential aspects / basics)
 use them as search words (query terms)  

 Find similar and related content or track topics
in real time (on-line) or when the user is off-line
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Try out DocAnalyser for yourself at www.docanalyser.de!
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A new concept…  



Idea 6: Decentralised search engines (see also YaCy and Faroo)

….

WWW

Pages

+

Webserver

Im Internet

+

P2P-Level

===

NEW 

SYSTEM
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Idea 7: The librarian of the web
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Empty bookshelf

…growth process…

…full shelf 

Catalogue or

Order algorithm

Classify & Sort  !



Document centroids
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The physical analogon:

 the centre of mass

• words = mass point

• distance vector = distance in co-occ. graph

 The centroid of a document is the term with

the minimal average distance to all words of

the respective document in the co-occ. graph.

 e.g. school is the centroid of a document containing

classroom, students, teacher but also computer



    Properties of centroids 
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 The centroid can be a word, which 

is not contained in any of the 
documents. 
 

 Often, generalising terms will be 
found. 
 

 Theoretically, a document may 
have more than one centroid. 
 

 The distance of two document 
centroids in the co-occurrence 
graph can be used to define the 
similarity of the documents. 
 

 Even to short queries may 
a centroid term may be assigned.   



    Properties of centroids 
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Building a self-specialising hierarchy
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Co-occurrence graph

Level 0

Co-occurrence graph

Level 1

Rules of the game

 If a level is full, the local

co-occ. graph is partitioned.

 Document links are given to one

node of the lower level depending

on the location of its centroids.

(some words of a document may

be in the other partition, however)

 The upper levels remain as a

chunky classification of new

arriving documents or queries

which are later refined

 The co-occ. graph in the lower

level will be refined by documents

assigned to the respective node

 In case the next node is full,

the game is repeated in a 

successive manner.

Refined

Co-occ. graph



    Idea 8: Document evaluation 
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The physical analogon: 
 bouyancy vs. weight  User access add air to a thought swim  

bladder attached to every document  
 Time let air leak from the bladder 



Traffic Balancing
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(sub-) root nodes overloaded

Traffic balancing

mechanism

Second search

entry point

Rules of the game

 Parts of the tree-like structure

may be on demand dynamical

copied and share load

 Entry points on different levels

may be established from

different stakeholders

 Traffic may be adapted to load

 Possibly established copies of

instances must be kept

consistent

Management 

of the copies



Summary and Outlook. A first idea…

… of a fully decentralised

search engine.

No more copying of the

whole WWW

 100% actual information

As fast as google

New services

New interfaces

No more NSA
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